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Background



Interactive media is a method of 
communication in which the 
program's outputs depend on the 
user's inputs.

Rajeev Dhir -multimedia journalist (2019)



“one in which the structures present as 
inputs are processed in quite a complex, 
multi-directional fashion. Often the output 
behavior is not immediately traceable to any 
particular input event.” [Rowe et al, 
1992-93]

“Interactive computer music systems 
are those whose behavior changes in 
response to a musical input.” 
Robert Rowe (1993)

For music to be interactive, 
it requires the technique of 
musical parameterization, 
or the creation of abstract, 
numerical structures from 
procedural descriptions and 
algorithms.

Teresa Marrin Nakra  2017
(Associate Professor of Music & 
Interactive Multimedia at TCN)

In academia



Smartmusic
Immediate 
feedback
Students see 
which notes and 
rhythms they 
played correctly
/incorrectly, 
receive a 
performance 
score, and hear 
their recording.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Okls4R6qPZpPohzApmHHlVWS-NmCG3j0/preview


In video games, 
adaptive music (also 
called dynamic or 
interactive music) is 
background music 
whose volume, 
rhythm or tune 
changes in 
response to 
specific events in 
the game.

Wikipedia

Video Games - Adaptive Music

https://docs.google.com/file/d/18kr3MY-5v124WF-20VBLftfXQe_b5mWn/preview


Ted talk by -  David Ari Leon - 
composer and music supervisor. 

“our music development start before we are 
born - changes in heartbeat unborn babies. 
Doctors prescribe music as complementary 
treatment. “

“We naturally want to participate with 
music”

“When a group of people sing together,  the 
body releases oxytocin and dopamine”

“Music designed for participation”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJD46qmDOV4


Smule



More digital musical experiences:



Entertainment 
You Control 

https://eko.com/clashup/clash-up-x-nina-garcia?autoplay=true


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1oOwfk6PyRnKh64jTS3EHPCgE-ITe0-RA/preview


Voice interactive musical experiences are 
designed for users to participate in, or to affect the 
outcome. 
The application “knows” that the user is 
participating by talking or singing to it.



Music Bop AdventuresSelecting Music 
by Voice on 
Smart Assitants

Selecting Music by Voice

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1dLAq9rZY7vf104mmo4p1QjQih8cf4ojU/preview


Voice Interactive Musical Experiences 
Categories and Examples



Alternating Interactions and Music

1. Interacting with a voice app that 
includes music. 

Examples:

● Song Quiz

● Freeze Dancers



Youtuber:
John 
Criggins

Song Quiz

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mIAn1cFUhIVobwFT8fDVR2aG1vE0nPZt/preview


Participate in a music piece while it plays

2. Music Starts     The users participate in 
the piece but do not affect the music. 
- Call and Response.

Example:

● Ay-Oh with Bohemian Rhapsody



Ay-Oh with Bohemian Rhapsody

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1TI9366L0Hamhmb1G0BafMCNXNGYxNbwS/preview


In music, a call and response is a 
succession of two distinct phrases, 
usually written in different parts of 
the music, where the second phrase 
is heard as a direct commentary on or 
in response to the first. 

Wikipedia



Ay-Oh with Bohemian Rhapsody



Music Education done interactively 

3. A dialog between teacher and student - 
Student participate in a class

Examples:

● Piano Teacher (Terren Peterson) 

● Bamboo Music



Bamboo Music

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tPoAIxe8vNVAX2-labx4ZQvKN5SrZetc/preview


Help Create the music piece before it starts

4. Users make music choices that will 
affect the music piece 

Examples:

● Loop It 

● Kidz Bop Star



Loop It 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OsDUQ7kl-HqT08XVSRiyYEkuksnYwdcM/preview


Kidz Bop Star

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ppzLE-sgk6CmZt77EPDSlXUbfS9EfSA2/preview


Control the music piece while it plays

5. Music Starts     Users control the piece 
while it plays (The story or anything about 
the music). The piece pauses to ask you 
how to continue. 

Examples:

● The Muffin Man 
● Down by the bay



The Muffin Man 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nLJFR5tORvkiSEMBlSdBGQk8m09EvQyA/preview


Interesting Questions



● What kind of users would like to use these apps? 
In what situations? 
Today there is some focus on Kids / Families -  But not only

● What kind of music genres would work well with 
interactivity?



Limitations



● Delay / Latency -  We talk to the voice app and it answers 
after a couple of seconds. Timing is critical in Music.

● When we talk, the smart assistant stops - so the music 
pauses. 

● If you don’t answer - the experience ends (reprompt and 
shuts down) - Counter example: Eko mashup videos (non 
voice)

Limitations



The Future



Christian Marclay, a visual artist and composer: 

“In the future, recordings - the frozen music of the past - will 
be replaced by “live” music again. Digital music suggests the 
beginning of a more fluid music, an interactive and 
improvised music resembling an on-line conversation. 
Instead of listening passively to a finite, self contained 
recording, one will become an active participant in selecting, 
editing, sampling, looping  - transforming the music in 
unimaginable ways.” 
(1994)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_art


● If limitations are resolved       Seamless experience. 

● “Video killed the radio star” - Music Videos + Voice!

● Musical elements data for developers or Native applications 
(For example - You will sing to Alexa and it will recognize the 
song and play it back, or a piano lesson with feedback) 

● More complex interactions

● Voice - outside of our homes (taking a walk / in the car) 

The Future



Thanks for listening!
Any Thoughts? Any Questions?


